Abstract--In thin paper, the concept of strong homomorphlsm of fuzzy group m the sense of [4] is given. The fundamental homomorphlsm theorem of fuzzy group, m the sense of strong homomorphlsm, is also obtained. We built a category FGrp of fuzzy groups and strong homomorphism and show that category FGrp and the category Grp of group and homomorphism are not eqmvalent These dmcussmns show that fuzzy group is different from classical group (~)
c).
If f is 1 -1, it is called a strong monomorphism. If f is onto, it is called a strong epimorphism. If f is both 1 -1 and onto, it is called a strong isomorphism.
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PROOF. Accoring to [1] , g:
Then,
For any z E G2, let c E Gi and f(c) = z. Then,
= (g([aH]) o g([bH])) (z).

It follows that g([aH] o [bH]) = g([aH]) o g([b, H])
. Hence, g is a strong isomorphism.
Let Grp be a catagory of classical groups and homomorphism and FGrp be a catagory of fuzzy groups and strong homomorphism. Then Grp is a subcategory of FGrp, and is a functor. Where
is also a functor, where 0 E [0,1) is a fixed number
Rl(a,b,c)= {1, c=ab, R2(x,y,z)= {1, z=xy,
0, else, 0, else.
Clearly H o K and low (identity functor of Grp) is natural isomorphism, but K o H and 1Farp
(identity functor of FGrp) is not natural isomorphism. Hence, we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 2. Category FGrp and Category Grp is not equivalent.
The following example~ show that two fuzzy groups which are not isomorphic can define the same classical group. Clearly, when 0 = 0.7, (G1, R1) is not strong isomorphic to (G2, R2), but they can define the same group (G, +).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, by the use of strong homomorphism, we have shown that the category FGrp of fuzzy group in the sense of [1] is not equivalent to the category Grp of classical group. Although a fuzzy group (G, R) can define a classical group just as Demirci has pointed out [3] , two nonisomorphic guzzy groups can define the same classical group. These facts have shown that fuzzy group is different than a classical group.
